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1.

Night is the time
wired to the dreams of birds
oceans we see in our mirrors
light bulbs like fountains
pouring out sounds
of New Jersey cities.....circa 1910

mirages emerging from the fog
laudanum radio music
sultans of Saturday afternoon
cloud hallucinations
 
stars of Orion
stars of Orion
tonight
tonight

songs
stars
and swans

tonight

***

-9/28/2019



2.

I can see seagulls flying
every day
above the oceanic city

and at night
I can most often hear
telepathic communiques
from Proxima Centauri

whispering
whispering
ethereal pentameters

light gardens
crystalline fountains

moonlight transcommunications

voices speaking
through alchemical machines

wishbones
and afterthoughts

cloud pillars of Ionia
at the edge of dream-waking

***

-9/28/2019



3.

Mandolins in my hands

the earthworm
underneath
the star

catching wind
in empty wine bottles

emitting moonlight
through a filament

seeing butterflies
through the spyglass

from the cocoon
emerges the onyx medallion

beneath the jeweled light
of Venus
the orchid sleeps

 

***

-9/28/2019



4.

The lightning
is getting near

a flash
a crash

an omen
an ocean
of electric vastness

an armada of voices
sailing upon wind

without moonlight
without moonlight

without an ancient
Sumerian antenna 
upon the roof

without the sanctuary 
of a ziggurat 

and the obelisk
of our subconscious

revealing very little
of the divination
transmitted
from the fifth dimension

***

-9/28/2019

 



5.

Through our radios
we can hear the other realms
the dominions of stars

through our radios
we can hear
the breaking waves
of the eternal sea

the choirs of Andromeda

the violins
of nebula

we can hear
we can hear

the rebirth
the new beginning
as new stars appear

as Super Novas 
burst forth
their alchemy of creation

we can hear
we can listen

to the music
of the heavens

we can perceive
the greater essence
of wondrous things

we can place them
in hidden memories
and in forgotten dreams

***

-9/29/2019



6.

Atop the great pyramid
I have left another
ordinary dream of mine

the wine
no longer do I touch
for it brings glistening thoughts
then lays me upon the rocks

fiddles and more fiddles to
with jugs of moonshine
I must stay away

for then blizzards
would be conjured
and I would still find
my most amiable daydreams 
frozen over in ice

in pantheons and coliseums 
there you will find me
among taller blades of grass
gazing upwards
into the azure sphere

a bird here and there may pass
on its way 
to the conquistador's island
where invisible gold is counted
and the passing years
fill empty bottles with sand 

I must never return
I must never navigate again
I will not move 
for a hundred years till
the twilight seems
like a new mirage to me 

***

-9/28/2019



7.

At the very edge
of the vine covered twilight
I behold electric seances
that transcend
the great invisible boundary

I found them one afternoon
these seashells
through which I could hear
ever expanding
corridors of consciousness

yes.....subliminal
and telepathic
I can hear the thoughts
of both the raven and the earthworm

within the memorial inscriptions
of catacombs
whispers are as countless
as drops of rain

marooned soul
I am with you
until the vision
of eternity's awakening

we shall journey together
to the edge
of the morning sky
and behold the shore
where realms embrace

***

-9/29/2019



8.

Beside the lamp

before the light

among the silhouettes

beyond the trees

this forest of memory

at the twilight of our time

here is where you'll find me

here is where we'll meet again

as the rising moon

awakens new shadows

as moments become eternal candles

 

***

-9/29/2019



10.

Give me more salvation here
moonless water

angelic communiques
given to the mind at one
awake or not 
your spirit does not rest

flowing tides
stars
and marigolds

a monument of flowers
Byzantium visitations
again in the dream state

obelisk
obelisk
passionate 
stone voice

redeemer of those
who have for too long
looked away

***

-9/29/2019



11.

It is another night
without the Moon
without the crow
without the gas light to behold

it is another night
when the sea is too distant
to feel and to hear

it is another night
when streams of pearls
are found
in the memories of the sea

not this night
yet one night soon
I will once again behold
moonlight
upon the waves

***

-9/29/2019



12.

I have seen in a vision
a steeple
upon a mountain
above the clouds

I have seen
a glistening riverbed
in the night
when my eyes were closed

I have seen
an iguana upon the balcony
its eyes
like emerald labyrinths

I have seen the mist
of the River Styx
in the lunar nights
of Summer

and now I will sleep
and I will dream 
that I am bird
under the clouds of Abyssinia

***

-9/29/2019



13.

I am not alone at this hour
in this room
I am at the threshold 
of subtle realms

I am entangled
in the vines of past ages

I can hear the music
of a symphony
from a fissure in reality
minute as a grain of sand

I can see vineyards
across lightyears 
in the reflection
of a distant sunrise

here I can touch
the most evasive astrology
and I may find myself marooned
in lands of haze

and here I can see myself
awakening in the fields
of Demeter's violets

with the golden Sun above
like the alchemist's dream

***

-9/30/2019



14.

Stillness
stillness
absolute
in its nightly shadow

harmony
song birds and joy

oasis
of my 
open window daydream

an ancient light
and a new light
conjoined 
in symmetry so ethereal

touched
by the angelic
sun rays

lunar seascapes
void of the wine

though the chalice
is still mine
awaiting

***

-10/1/2019 



15.

Sky castle
in the azure
realm

great big clouds
of mythology

siren songs
and mermaid eyes

romances
amidst sea foam

the great trident
someplace down there
deeper

salt
these days are salt

and collisions
of impressions

requiem 
requiem
in the ascended
thought stream
of the eagle

tomorrow's sunlight
at dawn
will dance upon
the rusted gates

***

-10/1/2019



16.

I have a thought
a river bend
misunderstood

I have a caterpillar
without Biloxi moonlight
through
the Spanish Moss veil

I have seen
Orion brighter
as an exile

I have channeled
chieftains
beside the lamp's
luminance

I have seen
the maiden's
glimmering dreams
as tulips

***

-10/1/2019
 
 



17.

I have given memory
to the tides

an Ionic column
at twilight

a village
of bell tolls

a butterfly
of the breeze

what if silence
would abound

would all of 
the crows
disappear

would minarets
vanish
in the quiet fog

would the stars
still be there
if the haze
never ended

***

-10/2/2019



18.

Stars
so sweetly
serenading
with radio burst

shortwave
angelic compositions
through the open
afternoon window

the mind
is a galaxy
of its own

my faithful heavens

tonight
the troubadours
dream 
within
the crystalline labyrinth

the papayas
bathed
in Moonlight
sovereign 
and beyond
reflection

My own country
I have dreamt
upon your clouds

***

-10/2/2019



19.

Had I not known

that the fairies existed

I might assume

a chemical philosophy

now in the hour

of the lotus

the monarchs

still staring at the crown

Had I not seen

visions of statues

weeping honey

had I not known

cement golems

in Prague attics

scrying with weathervanes 

envisioning

underwater coral pyramids

***

-10/2/2019



20.

Are you the beginning?

are you the end?

what are you?

what am I?

what is the sunrise

if not a great redeemer?

sonnets like stalagmites

immortal

a canyon of orchids and bones

an old phonograph

essentially a Ouija Board

an Autumn twilight photographed 

in the residual kingdom

of Hammurabi 

***

-10/2/2019



21.

I walked the tightrope
fell into the ivy
realm of my lost
daydreams
and won't tomorrow
simply be more
of the digitized
bad news world
headlines like overgrowth
of thorns
we are pricked then surveilled

I saw a gondola
go out far
into nightfall

I hope tonight
to be adrift
where the fog
of the astral sea
quiets the voices

and if marooned there
I am
I will know
that it is an exile
of distant remembrance

***

-10/2/2019



22.

Seabeds
where I've seen
eternal fountains

in the middle
of the piazza
gazing upwards

spheres of music

longing
for the right tonic

here I go
wandering out
into the daisies 
and the shell craters

***

-10/2/2019



23.

Go call out to your phoenix
in the sky
not an illusion this once
go get
your crystal ball

eggs shells
on the opulent rug  

consulting firms
smiling about
little hidden away
untruths

an iris
upon
the silver plateau 

ages ago
you were
as a psychic butterfly

now have I
now have I

seen the glass
bottom of the world

and the piranhas
that swim about
underneath

in Hades
or someplace
mirrored

***

-10/2/2019   



24.

Night
I give you
my candles

what more
what more

a fool 
is running
the show

ballot boxes
rigged 
for a slivering purpose

politicians
and harlequins
playing poker
in the room
of many great portraits

Cleopatra
was a queen

Marco Polo
had an urgent dream

Nostradamus 
saw a name

George the Third
he went insane

so much electricity now
so many stars
have been lost
and reborn as new stars
to behold

***

-10/2/2019



25.

Window
one

window
window
one

one window

tons
of the 
philosopher's stone

red powders
in flask

we keep the wine
just fine

gravitate
towards
Buddhist enchanted

shade under
holy tree

***

-10/2/2019



26.

Great Sphinx eyes
in the maroon dream
not hypnotized
never was I
mesmerized

nothing escapes
the cat's field of vision

blue jewels in orbit
with my telescope
in Tuscany
many celestial bodies
in lucid appearance

yes.......so much
is mystified
mysteriously so
 
while we see lighting
upon the horizon
and at the Equator

like so many stars
brought down
from Heaven
to fill our empty rooms

***

-10/3/2019



27.

So much sunshine
upon the siren's sea-stone
 
my mind entranced
by an apparitional candle

watery
gardens
of coral dream

hearing Atlantean waves
through a shell

tidal
tidal
Neptunian wreathes
awash

sages 
of the dunes

deep
in an astral trance
eliciting
verses of light

***

-10/3/2019  



28.

The machinery noise
creating
new islands
of reflection

lightbulbs
and electric seasons

the buzzing sounds
like the souls
of pulsars

radio and trigonometry
articulated in grimoires

violets
and silicon tongues

computer chipped
ballerina figurines
with glass eyes of surveillance

Orwellian large screen televisions
standard issue
from The Ministry of Love

automated voices
over the telephone
reaching into 
your subdued 
past life trauma

there is always an elixir
for all of your ailments
in the pharmaceutical-electric
century of targeted advertising

***

10/4/2019



29.

I was seeing
ravens
in my room
just as midnight
was slipping by
unnoticed

and there was
a telescope 
and a star chart there
awaiting

Saturn's rings
appeared to me
in the crystalline edge
of a dream

dirigibles
that did not 
even exist
became solidified

valleys of the sunrise
appeared in the mirror

sphinxes and sparrows
were just beyond
the eastern window

***

-10/6/2019



30.

I saw
I saw

I beheld
I beheld

Minotaurs
to the East

to the East

where the rising Sun

cast enormities
of light
all across the sky

the once
only mythical

walking by

as I see
as I see

looking
upon thee
Minotaur

who removes heads
and life
with a single bite

***

-10/6/2019



31.

No.....it's nothing
all that mesmerizing

not at all

and it's October now
and the leaves
are beginning to fall
in mass

and pumpkins
are exceedingly seen
on front porches
by passers-by 

and the twilight arrives
a little earlier now

hopeful season
I pray it be
a hopeful season

I want quiet
and stillness
to reign over this season
like a pharaoh

and moonlight
I want moonlight
to conceive
holographic plateaus
of illumination
of pyramids

of a great sphinx
or two
or maybe even seven

I want bright illusions
to be born into this world

***

-10/6/2019



32.

This morning
the sky is grey

it is not 
picturesque 

Mother Earth
will not be bothered
with such trifle things

if you want to take pictures
of beautiful scenery
then go catch a plane
to Switzerland

stop procrastinating 

get off that chair
and go wander down
the asphalt roads

go find
where the world ends
with your toll money
and cigarettes

a vision
of the marshes
near where I live
at the Jersey shore
appears before me

an almost spiritual vision
like a residual astral scene
from the memories
of Prester John

***

-10/6/2019



33.

Mirages emerging
from the fog
are sometimes closer
than they appear

a statue of The Buddha
its closed eyes
radiating stillness
and the most subtle luminance
of the spirit

I wander the Earth
I astral project
into the sky

I visit palaces
upon the clouds

I gaze across this creation
from balconies in the atmosphere

I listen to the sounds
of crashing waves
from my bedroom

where pine trees once
filled the horizons

I can feel
the season
changing within me

sonnets of Autumn
fill my ears
as I rest

***

-10/6/2019



34.

No work today
Sunday

grey sky
Autumn day

sitting in my living room
reading and writing poems

there's a faint voice
from another dimension
speaking to me
from down the hallway

that's no
exaggeration there

there is 
the world we see
but then there's also
the invisible reality

sometimes
very frequently I'd imagine
some aspect of it
is present in our homes

imagine hieroglyphics
revealing such things
through radio waves

flying saucer folklore
illuminati mind control
forest of the fairy "gentry"

combinations
of unbelievable things
spread upon the winds
these seeds of fringe ideas

am I cosmically aware?
perhaps so.......or no



I will do no work today
that's a golden rule

I will contemplate
Hubble Telescope
images of creation

geraniums and gargoyles
silently awaking
the third eye

sipping absinthe
in the solarium

I imagine
forty nights
of mushroom dreams

***

-10/6/2019



35.

Today was a downpour
of thorn bushes

storm clouds
lingering above

electricity
revolting against
its true intention

today
was a tsunami of darkness

bad news over the television

bad news
erupting out of volcanoes

like symphonies
out of harmony
out of tune
out of melody
whatever the expression

there's little chance
of getting by
the thorn bushes now

and who is a reptilian
and who is not ?

today is almost over

that calls for some champagne 

***

-10/8/2019



36.

Waiting upon
a pillar of salt
for the world
to turn around

contemplating
philosophy
and dark matter

what does it really mean
to exist
in the third dimension

I've got no money
and the nights
are getting cold

surrounded
by shadows
that speak in riddles

silence
silence
mercurial ripples

among the sand
and shells

moments returning
to the abyss

***

-10/8/2019



37.

Stormy night
a bleak sky
feeling the chill
now it's October

tomorrow it's back to work
being a cog in the machine
amidst all the other machines

telephones and computer screens
automated voices
propositioning me
in the afternoon

minutiae
minutiae
piles of it
piling on
piling on

so I'll savor now
being alone in this room

with each moment
slipping away

bringing me closer
to the new day
of late capitalism's dismay

the clock
and it's hidden 
medieval intention
like a pendulum swinging low
in an Inquisitor's mind

***
-10/9/2019



38.

Eggshells and stones
honed peacock hallucinations

these stray thoughts
searching
for the albatross

I've got nothing
to show for anything
but this pinwheel

existence
within a white noise mythology

regions of salt
how these scriptures find
my mirror reflection's soul-light

Moon of the troubadour
desolation's palisade

geometry in the vernacular

I am but a harlequin 
seeking the paycheck

***

-10/9/2019



39.

Vision of Nile reeds

goblets pouring out

eternal youth over Tijuana 

the brass music of the orchid mind

balconies under the red ethereal

a phoenix of the fog

weeds of the bayou apparitions

Easter Island stone heads of the Solstice

Earth is but a holographic vineyard

 
now as we are approached by the mythical Yeti

apocathery of hidden ley-lines

druids of dowsing wandering about

cyclops on a drinking bender

stay anonymous with your eye of newt

cacti of hallucinogenic longitudes

coral dreams creating madmen conceiving coral palaces

gaze of the Delphic priestess almost mesmerizing 

***

-10/9/2019



40.

The mind in a vortex
of sound reverb

as you once saw
now as you will see

pillars of salt men
men now of salt

they looked back
upon the mysterious

giving all care
to the petrol wind

there's a systematic
desensitizing

they promise us
other planets to live upon
but the math never adds up

addictions of plastic

garbage islands
heading this way

pollution of deep time

the promised land
now unrecognizable

 
***

-10/10/2019



41.

Steal the serenity
conjure hawks 
and psychic doves

feel misplaced
in your sense of well being

everything else
is a variation 
of yoga perhaps

mountaintops
of occult antenna

defy the radio gnostics
or follow them into the desert

seek the soul
of the sunset
won't you now

pharmaceutical idolatries
caterpillars in the rain

my world is a nutshell
and when it's time for the hooka
the Aztec Sun deity is always near 

***

-10/10/2019



42.

Stars and bottle rockets
of a July night
I can sure dream
of something immaculate
as it is
of my past-life nature

and Venus
Venus
I remember you

and Jupiter
Jupiter
you were the brightest
that my eyes beheld
that night

Saturn
I have not gone far enough
to find you

Mercury
you've been
but a whisper to my ears

Neptune
I will seek you out
in Autumn

tonight
the stars
multiply
within my soul

***

-10/11/2019



43.

Monuments of stone
I am touched
by the wind of the past

forest of old daydreams
it is where they go
to live on forever

oasis of a dream I misplaced
sometime in the 1990s
now an old tree
that often appears to me
after midnight

this was all before
the gauntlet of beer

but now I am a free man
if only in terms
of astral projection

on Sunday
I will find my muse
among some herbs

I will see castles
atop the clouds
where Moon-men
strum mandolins

I will behold El Dorado
in the glare
of the Sun at zenith

***

-10/11/2019



44.

The land I behold
is now a parking lot

it is asphalt
instead of soil

I see no obelisk there
no ziggurat 
no Sumerian wishing well
no daffodils made of thoughts

I feel no chariots
rumbling the Earth

I see no great pyramids
reaching for the stratosphere

I see parked cars
and cars in motion 
I do not see any pharaoh's parade

the years go by
the eras pass away
the green grass grows
and grows throughout
yet not where now
asphalt has replaced the fields

where these cars are parked
no daffodil will grow

***

-10/11-12/2019



45.

I have seen
fissures within
the quantum tapestry
of these nightly hours

little tiny holes
in the violin strings of time

I have seen kingdoms
of glass and jewels
through the looking glass
of a third eye daydream

I have seen streams of light
glistening in the air
And coral palaces upon the moon

I have seen snowflakes
created of starlight

I have seen the sky
as I have seen the Sistine Chapel

ebbing tides
and forest of whispers

I have gazed into mirrors
that reflect eternity

***

-10/12/2019



46.

Candles that are like miniature solar systems

mountain lakes evaporating into the astral realm

radios commandeered by alien naysayers 

electric hallucinations of Ithaca

symphony orchestras of Atlantis

I saw nothing

but for the sea's outpouring mind

I saw gravity materializing vines

I saw tea and flowers in Nepal

I saw the Pleiades descend to Earth

exquisitely radiant to every mystic's eyes

***

-10/12/2019     



47.

Through the seashell 
I heard the radios of the Moon

through the electric guitar
I heard a parallel universe of silence

upon the sea
I found the invisible garden

entangled in a time-loop
always thinking about
The Fountain of Youth

astrology is here to stay
as long as newsstands
are still found
in the most ancient cities

gothic architecture concealing
The Philosopher's Stone

within the stain glass
souls that feel the atomic synthesis 

this morning
I have cosmic orbiters on the mind

it's a golden egg of civic virtue

it's as gazing from the balcony
down upon the piazza
of the red flower

***

-10/13/2019



48.

Now
now it is
now it is
the feather of a raven

now it is
a caterpillar
upon the garden wall
in the moonlight

not it is
the hour of the moonlight

and within that hour
and within that light
an abundance of memory

now it is
the eyes of the ancient statue
a collective of dreams
spanning across many centuries

now it is
the green futuristic vision
that emerges
from the impressions of the iris

now it is
the ocean of whispers
speaking through 
the nightly veil

the illuminated veil
illuminated
by the lunar kingdom of tranquility

***

-10/13/2019



49.

Once....many years ago
at twilight

I saw a quartet of moons
up in the western sky

they were as bright diamonds
immaculate in their beheld mystery

they were as shining dreams
as shining concepts of time
that I could never hope
to fully understand

a quartet of moons
created before the dreams of men
were given to the ethereal winds
to drift for eternity

brightly
brightly
brightly 
held in place in the sky

by invisible angelic wishes

a quartet of moons

like rubies

in the sky
above a land
asleep in its narrow vision

***

-10/13/2019
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